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Construction
plans prompt
city meeting
by Scott Whitehead
city reporter

If residents of Bowling Green's second ward have their way, a
proposed 115-unit apartment complex for students will never be built
in the area.
Cardinal Industries, Inc. would like to build the complex on an extension of Mercer Road, about one-quarter of a mile from the
eastern edge of the University, said Jeff Gordon, Ward 2 councilman.
However, so many of the residents are opposed to the idea that an
Oct. S public hearing has been scheduled to discuss the issue, Gordon
said.
Although the location of the meeting'has not been confirmed, Gordon said the hearing would probably be held in the high school to
handle the expected turnout.
Timothy Greene, an agent for Cardinal Industries, said the firm
would also be attending the meeting to address resident's concerns.
Greene said his company will not back down from their proposal, but
they are willing to compromise on some areas.
"We want to do everything in our power to satisfy the concerns of
the citizens, short of withdrawing our plan. We will not change the
number of units, just the reconfiguration of the site," Greene said.
One other obstacle for Cardinal Industries is that the land is currently zoned as R-2, single-family residential. Gordon said the 13
acres would have to be rezoned to S-l, planned residential, before
construction could begin.
The top concern of the residents in the second ward — which includes the areas of the city east of Main Street and south of Wooster
Street — may be the potential for traffic problems, Gordon said.
"If it's built, there are going to be traffic problems. That (Mercer
Road) would be the only access way to what would amount to a small
city, Gordon said.
Greene admitted Mercer Road would be the only road to the complex, but said efforts would be made to minimize problems.
"We hope to satisfy the traffic engineering department and fire
department that we can provide safe vehicular flow on-site and on to
the main roads," Greene explained.
D See Apartments, page 4.

Up In Smoke

BG News/Susan Schulz

A tip from an informant led Cygnet police to one of the largest Wood
County drug apprehensions in years. On Sunday, 336 marijuana
plants, ranging from seven to 10-foot tall, were seized from a field five
miles southeast of Bowling Green. The plants, which will be incin-

erated, were valued at $201,600. There have been no arrests or suspects named In the case as of yet. Lt. Rod Gobel said Tuesday "We may
never find out (who grew It)."

Gas leak found in Ohio USG holds election today
Outdated toxic waste storage facility blamed
WTLLIAMSBURG (AP) —
State investigators are trying to
determine how to deal with a
leak of dangerous hydrogen
chloride gas from the CECOS International Inc. toxic waste disposal site near this southwestern
Ohio town.
The gas can burn the skin,
cause blindness, damage the respiratory tract if inhaled and
could cause death. Environmental investigators said the gas
was likely caused when phosphorus trichloride, stored
underground in barrels, mixed
with water and leached through
the ground on the 211-acre
CECOS landfill.
Company workers said they

noticed the ground bubbling,
then white steam shooting four
feet into the air Saturday morning from the earth above cell No.
2, the site's oldest storage cell. It
was dug and filled a decade ago.
before more stringent federal
hazardous waste disposal laws
took effect in 1981, officials said.
It reportedly contains seven
layers of steel drums containing
toxic wastes.
"Cell 2 is a trench dug in the
ground," said James Salmon,
CECOS district technical manager. "It has no sidewalls or bottom liners, no clay or synthetic
liners.
"What we believe happened is
that steel drums decayed
enough to allow water to enter,"
he said.
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Wednesday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today
will be mostly sunny
with the expected
high In the mld-70s.
Winds will be from the
northwest at 10-20
mph. Tonight will be
clear with the temperature In the low
50s. The weather outlook for Thursday calls
for clear skies and the high In the mid to
upper 70s.

Phosphorus trichloride, a
chemical used in making pesticides, dyes, gasoline and artificial sweeteners, can react violently when mixed with water.
The CECOS workers donned
protective clothing and breathing masks Saturday and dumped dirt and clay on the steam,
then covered the area with plastic, Salmon said.
Favorable winds Saturday
kept the gas from reaching
neighbors, environmental officials said.
Steve Wharton, an assistant
Clermont County administrator,
said the county is awaiting the
state's instructions. County
commissioners met Monday
with Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency officials.

Undergraduate Student
Government will hold district
elections today in the Union
Oval from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and at
dining halls from 4 to 6 p.m.
Five of the six campus districts and the off-campus district have contested races, said
USG vice president Joe Meyer.
District Five, Harshman Quadrangle, is the lone uncontested
race.
In each on-campus district
students will vote for one representative. Off-campus students
will vote for three representatives.
Election results will be announced at an 11 a.m. press conference Thursday on the second
floor of the Student Services

Building.
The districts and candidates
from each are:

physics secondary education
major from New Philadelphia;
Janna L. Viles, 113 Mooney,
freshman communica(District One, Offenhauer tions/broadcasting major from
East and West and Prout Hall: Toledo, and Tina M. Wiese, 305
Alan L. Isham, 319 Offenhauer Lowry, freshman business preWest, sophomore political law and political science major
science major from Shaker from Reynoldsburg.
DDistrict Four, Rodgers,
Heights, and Anthony E.
Snyder, 1012 Offenhauer East, Old/New Fraternity Row and
freshman undeclared major Conklin: Robert Lewis, 318
Conklin, sophomore industrial
from Leetonia.
District Two, McDonald training technology major from
East, West and North and Soror- East Liverpool, and Nick Sims,
ity Row: Beth Church, 323 280 Rodgers, freshman undeMcDonald North, sophomore clared major from Detroit,
journalism major from Perrys- Mich.
DDistrict Five, Harshman
burg, and Jennifer Jo Elter, 425
McDonald East, freshman un- Quadrangle: Scott P. Silknitter,
declared major from Covington. 239 Anderson, freshman undeDDistrict Three, Founders clared major from Naperville,
Quadrangle, Kohl Hall and De- m.
lta Zeta House: Todd Stark, 213
D See Elections, page 4.
Kohl, freshman chemistry and

Increase in GPAs disclosed

SPRING 1988
COLLEGE

by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

3.28

Statistics show .3 percent raise in averages from last year
by Amy Burkett
wire editor

University students have shown an overall
increase of .3 percent in their grade point
averages, according to recent statistics
released by the Honors and Awards Committee.
The statistics, which compare grade point
averages from Spring 1987 to those of Spring
1988, were compiled by Tina Martini, director of Transfer Evaluations. They show the
top 20percent of each class.
"After a semester is over, there is a grade
breakdown of class rank and college which
is compiled by computer services, Martini
said. 'Then, I manually determine the percentage ranking, which depends on the
number of students in a specific college and
class."

Martini said requirements to be part of the
top 20 percent vary, depending on the class
standing and the specific college.
She said a grade point average of a sophomore business major may be Tower than a
student enrolled in the College of Arts and
Sciences, and still be ranked in the same
percentile.
According to the recently-compiled statistics, a sophomore in the College of Business
must have a 3.1 to be in the upper 20 percent
of the college, while a 3.2 grade point average is needed to be in the top percentile in
the College of Arts and Sciences.
"These variations are determined by the
student's grades. They are not predetermined by other sources," Martini said. "The
percentages stay fairly constant from
semester to semester. The movement usually occurs in the hundreth percentile.''
Martini suggested if a computer program

could figure the numbers, it would be less
time-consuming.
"I manually check the statistics two and
three times to make sure they are accurate," Martini said.
The new statistics show that all the grade
point averages for all University colleges,
except the College of Technology, rise consecutively according with the student class
rank.
According to Spring 1988 statistics, sophomores enrolled in the College of Education
made the top 20 percent of the college with a
minimum of a 3.1; that number increases to
3.25 for juniors and 3.32 for seniors, accordingto the statistics.
The increase in the student's grade point
average, however, does not raise their academic ranking. The increase was needed to
maintain the 20th percentile ranking, according to the statistic report.

News in Brief
Ohio Lottery to begin
'surprise' double draw

tively low, something less than SO percent.
Although lottery officials would know prior to a
nightly drawing whether profits generally had
been high, the decision on whether to conduct a
COLUMBUS (AP) — The Ohio Lottery Commis- second play the same night would depend on the
sion on Tuesday unanimously approved a rule first set of numbers chosen In the televised drawze that would clear the way for conducting ine.
ise double drawings for the lottery's threeIt game, "The Number."
)nly one set of numbers is drawn nightly at present.
Ronald Nabakowski, the lottery executive director, said a double drawing would occur only at a
time when the payout percentage had been rela- puter "virus" in his employer's system that wiped

'Virus' planter convicted

out 168,000 records and was activated like a time
bomb, doing its damage two days after he was
fired.
Tarrant County Assistant District Attorney I
Davis McCown said he believes he is the first prosecutor in the country to have someone convicted |
for destroying computer records using a "virts."
Donald Gene Burleson, 40, was convicted Monday of charges of harmful access to a computer, a
third-degree felony that carries up to 10 years in
ing from anlnsurance company, McCown said.
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Candidate visibility
needed promoting
University students have often been accused of
apathy—of not caring about what goes on
around them.
Unfortunately, what to many will appear to be
disinterest may, instead, be a case of disinformation, as the Undergraduate Student
Government holds its district elections Wednesday.
Last year, 75 people voted in the balloting which
selects the local representation in USG.
Seventy-five people. With an undergraduate population of 14,918 students for the 1987-88 school year,
that converted to a 0.5 percent voter turnout.
In all fairness to last year's students, the elections were not highly publicized and many students
complained they did not even know the vote had
been taken.
And worse, last year several positions were
either uncontested or had no one running at all.
This year, USG has done a better job filling the
ballot. Although it was forced to extend the candidates' application deadline, it presents a ballot today with only one district, the 5th District, uncontested.
Although this achievement is a good first step in
improving student interest in USG, the group nas
overlooked one obvious flaw in the process.
Students may have more candidates to choose
from this year, but how many people know who
their choices are? Their names may be on the ballot, but how well do their constituents know them?
It is unfair to ask students to vote for people they
have only heard of through campaign posters.
The failure of USG to Detter publicize the candidates, via open forums or other methods, however,
is no way for students to not take the time to vote.
Any student who feels he or she can choose between the candidates in their district has a duty to
vote today. Ballots will be taken in the Union Oval
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and in the dining halls during
dinner, which makes the polling convenient.
But if USG wants more interest in its elections, it
needs to promote increased visibility of student
candidates.
Given a chance to make an intelligent choice,
more students will vote.

Give ideas on 'plan'
Having citizens involved in the decision-making
of the city's future is a positive means of enhancing the quality of life.
A public hearing on Bowling Green's master plan
document, which focuses on city land use; utilities
and transportation for the next 25 years, is a good
idea because citizens can voice their concerns before decisions are made.
The plan will not be the answer to problems people see. However, citizens will be able to recommend solutions to troubles. University students are
invited to the hearing since they, too, are Bowling
Green residents.
Citizens should plan to attend the hearing on Nov.
2 and make themselves heard, although the location and time have yet to be determined.
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JOEL MILLER

Presidential debate will sort issues
November, 1988. Voters will
take their place at the polls and
end the pointed bickering between our two presidential
choices for another four years.
But the question facing us now,
in September, is which candidate we will choose after the
curtain closes behind us. With
that difficult decision comes the
Elizzie of how we choose our
ivorite.
The mass media — be it television, radio or another form —
has played an important part in
this decision-making process
since its advent. However,
George Bush is now using the
media as a lance to knock Michael Dukakis off his horse on
the political jousting grounds.
Bush and his aides are playing
the media as "un-American
bandits out to burn his red, white
and blue campaign.
Haunted by various political
spectres from the past eight
years as vice president, Bush
strategists have evaded the
press and coached their man on
Dandling reporters. Beginning
with the Dan Rather incident
early in his bid for the Republican nomination. Bush has used
the press as a doormat and ste-

pladder to climb his way into the
Oval Office. The evening news
and newspapers across the
country shone a skeptical light
on Bush's character, often
portraying him as a "wimp" or
a "yes man" to President Reagan. The Bush campaign capitalized on the media's push tor
information on the long-stale issue of the Iran-contra Affair, by
lashing out against Rather during an interview, thus quelling
talk of Bush's character flaws
for the moment. More information on Iran-contra might have
been uncovered through further
investigation, but America's attention span dwindled as we
tired of the incessant media
C\ The Bush camp realized
and used it to their candidate's advantage.
The most recent round of
media bashing began last
month. In the midst of a rather
lackluster Republican National
Convention, Bush pulled the ribbon off his gift to the party — a
young vice presidential candidate named Dan Quayle. In actuality, what he did was open a
Pandora's Box, chock full of new
troubles for his ticket. The press

corps immediately latched on to
the two black marks on Quayle's
record — an alleged Florida trip
with a future Playboy model and
his service during the Vietnam
War with the Indiana National
Guard.
Normally, service in the
Guard or Reserves would have
been a plus for the campaign;
Bush needed another "adviser"
on military affairs close to him.
But Quayle's service was a blatant aversion of the draft which
had taken many men of his age
overseas. Quayle used his family name and family connections
to keep himself from seeing action in the jungles of Vietnam.
Now, Bush, who was finally pulling himself out of the fire of controversy and back into the pan of
regular pre-election scrutiny,
was thrown once back into the
reporters' sights.
Once again, the Bushites,
learning from past skirmishes,
turned the fire back at the media
by beginning their dual campaign schedule in front of a fiercely loyal crowd in Quayle's
hometown of Huntington, Ind.
The Republicans vehemenUy

denied that they had set the
press up. But, the cries from the
crowd-turned-mob told a
different story at 6:30 p.m. on
national television.
What we need now, as responsible voters, is a meeting of the
two candidates in a debate.
Now, the media is forced to show
10-second clips of the candidates
lashing out at each other furiously. Cries of patriotism and
showboating are fine for a crowd
of supporters, but we discerning
voters should not have to sort
through vague policy statements and fired cliches. Each
candidate should have a chance
to refute the other's claims in a
public forum. This is exactly
what Bush and his advisers do
not want and fear most. But
Bush's grandstand Dukakisbashing and Dan Quayle's
Robert Redford Imitation won't
be enough. Soon, we'll see who
has the last laugh — the press or
George Bush.

Miller is a freshman radiotelevision-film major from Napoleon.

U.S. SENATOR PAUL SIMON OF ILLINOIS

United States is in a military rut
An article on the dramatic
tragedy at an air show at a U.S.
base in Germany, claiming 51
lives, contained a paragraph
mentioning that citizens in the
nearest city had been complaining about air noise and other activities of the American military
presence.
Within a day or two of that
tragedy, I talked to someone
who told me the American military presence in Honduras is
hurting the United States in that
country and destabilizing that
nation. Another person told me
that the American air base in
Athens not only is the cause of
serious complaints; militarily,
it does not make sense to have
an air base within the city limits
of a major city.
I recall being stationed in the
Army in Germany. Too frequently, our service personnel
— lonely and far from home —
indulged their loneliness in
cirinlung too much and there
were problems in the communities.
As a general rule, it is probably better not to have troops of
another nation stationed within
a sovereign country.

BLOOM COUNTY

It does not make sense that the United
States spends 6.7 percent of our national
income on defense. That made sense in
1950, but not in 1988.
But that general rule breaks
down when there are real security needs.
In South Korea, for example,
we have approximately 43,000
troops. South Korea is much
healthier economically than
when we got involved in the defense of that country, but the
Communist dictator in North
Korea continues to make noises
that sound like he might invade
South Korea.
I doubt he would, but pulling
American troops might send the
wrong signal and destabilize
that area, Inviting a war.
But a reexamination of what
commitments we should have
does seem in order.
We are now roughly 20 percent

of the world's economy, but we
have fundamentally the same
military commitments we had
when we were 40 percent of the
world's economy.
It does not make sense that the
United States spends 6.7 percent
of our national income on defense, almost half for the defense of Western Europe, while
our Western European friends
spend about 3.3 percent. That
made sense in 1990, but not in
1968.
How can we reduce some of
our responsibilities abroad
without sending the wrong signal to the Soviets?
That question ought to be part
of an overall appraisal that is
even more fundamental.
What is the American military

by Berke Breathed

mission today? Has it changed
as the world has changed?
Should it change? Our mission
should include defending our nation and also helping to provide
a shield for other nations that
might be threatened. How do we
most effectively carry that out
today?
I hope that the next president
will immediately appoint a
small group, including some key
members of Congress, to reevaluate where we are and where
we should be.
I hear talk, for example, about
closing some military bases
within our country. It is possible
that should be done, but ft is also
possible that those bases should
remain open and some forces
stationed abroad should be
brought back to fill these bases,
reducing our presence abroad
and. at the same time, cutting
back on our costs and our trade
deficit.
Nations get in ruts, just as individuals do. We are in a military rut, and we should examine
carefully how we should change.

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus
forum.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
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Voinovich to speak on campus
by Tom Skernivitz
reporter
Republican George Voinovich, struggling to unseat incumbent Democratic
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, will make a
campaign stop at the University Friday.
The Cleveland mayor will lecture to a
B)litical science class at 9:30 a.m. in 210
niversity Hall. The presentation is
open to the public.
Voinovich's stop follows a poll issued
Monday, which revealed the Republican trailing Metzenbaum by 21 per-

centage points. The survey, commissioned from Sept. 6 to Sept. 15 by The
(Akron) Beacon Journal, WKYC-TV
(Cleveland) and WCMH-TV (Columbus ), showed Voinovich had the support
of 31 percent of Ohio's registered
voters, while Metzenbaum garnered 52
percent.
Although Voinovich's 31 percent
share has not fluctuated since March, a
local representative sees the figure improving as the mayor's "grass roots"
campaign works its way around the
state.
"People are convinced they're going
to vote tor him after they see him. And

that's not just Republicans, it's Demo- portant campus and the mayor is very
crats, also," said David Robinson, interested in the college student's vote.
Voinovich's Northwest Ohio Regional
"I think we'll see a lot of political
Coordinator. "He's a very Impressive candidates. I think we'll see George
man." Robinson, senior political Bush as well." Metzenbaum, who camscience major at the University, said paigned in Toledo two weeks ago, has
candidates view the University as a not revealed plans to visit the Universimajor stop among the college tour, and ty.
he added that other politicians may follow Voinovich's lead.
The senator's staff did release a
statement regarding a relationship be"Political candidates know that tween Voinovich's poor showing in
Bowling Green is a very good campus to Monday's poll and his attack on Metcome and visit," Robinson said. "The zenbaum for being soft on child pornostudents are very receptive to political graphy.
discussion. Bowling Green is a very im"The voters are saying that they re-

Top GOP visit
likely before
Election Day
by Judy Immel
special assignment reporter

A nationally-known Republican is expected to visit campus
before the November election,
officers of the College Republicans announced Tuesday after
being notified by state headquarters.
Dan Caudill, senior marketing
major and president of the organization, said Vice President
George Bush, Sen. Dan Quayle,
Sen. Bob Dole or Rep. Jack
Kemp are all possibilities.
"Rob Rolf told us Sunday that
a visit by one of the four was
more than likely, "Caudill said.
Rolf, who works for the Republican state headquarters, is in
charge of College Republican
chapters across Ohio, Caudill
said.
"We feel BG would come out
in supportive numbers (for a
candidate) as they did when
Reagan came to campus," Caudill said.

■

Robinson defended Voinovich's actions, saying the harshness of the Ohio
race pales in comparison to other races
across the nation.
"This isn't a brutal campaign." Robinson said. "The people in Washington
are just amazed that Ohioans are thinking this child pornography business is
too tough."

Computer needs
met at'Factory'

-• 1

by Cheryl Zemo
reporter

Gary Kappelman, special
events coordinator, said he has
been working on having Bush
visit campus since classes began. Kappelman worked for
Bush at the Republican national
convention during the summer.
"When I got back to school, I
got in touch with national headquarters and it's been on the go
ever since," he said.
Kappelman said he went
through University channels to
prepare for a possible visit. Anderson Arena, which holds 5,200
to 5,500 people, would be the site
of a speech, he said.
"We extended an open invitation to Bush, and told him a
forum on the national defense or
education would be of great interest to the campus," he said.
To aid their efforts to have one
of the major candidates visit,
the College Republicans will be
circulating petitions throughout
campus, Kappelman said.
"We need to demonstrate
campus enthusiasm for a visit,"
he said.

ject negative campaigning and smear
tactics — and that (hey will not respond
to gutter politics," Metzenbaum said in
the statement released to the Associated Press.
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BG News/ Paul Vernon
Jim Youll, a University graduate, now owns his own computer store
called The Answer Factory.

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Proudly presents our 1988
Pledge Class Officers

DON'T MISS IT !
SnTURDRV,
|S€PT€MB€R 24thH

President: Melissa Mottice

Scrapbook: Nlkki Flke

Vice President: Dana Benson

Fund Raising: Lisa Everhart

Chaplain Chris Crawford

Community Service: Tiffany Mondiiio

Secretary: Jonl Krelnbrlnk

Social Board Delegates: Laura Andreykovlch
Amy Berry

Sneak and Song: Kim Kappel
Scholarship: Carey Schrank

2p.m.-7p.m.

Owning your own business
is a dream of many but, for a
recent University graduate,
the dream has become a reality.
Jim Youll, a 1988 University graduate, has created his
own computer consulting
business, The Answer Factory.
Located at 134 E.Court St.,
the computer consultant
operation solves computer
problems and sells hardware
and software, Youll said.
He said he is proud of the
business' growing connection
with networking, a process
which connects computers
and allows them to share
storage devices, printers and
information.
Youll, a computer science
graduate, sets up networks
and keeps them running.
Networking has a helpful
place in companies and offices of all sizes, he added.
Youll gained much of his
experience with computers at
the University.

He worked regularly for the
BG News, first as a photographer ana then as systems
analyst. In the fall of 1967,
Youll was editor of Friday
Magazine.
Youll said he has always
been intrigued by computers.
"They are very diverse and
interchangeable," he said.
"You are in charge of what
they do, and the possibilities
are always limitless."
While in school, Youll beS;an solving computer probems for businesses and individuals who contacted him
for advice.
After graduating, he said
be realized the need for a
computer service facility in
Bowling Green. Most of the
business he receives comes
directly from offices in
Toledo and Bowling Green,
although many students purchase diskettes from the
shop, he said.
The rewards of a successful
business are numerous, but
Youll said he believes the experience he has gained falls
nothing short of "invaluable."

Social: Chrlsta Huthwalte

NMCP Delegates: Jill Brown
Michelle Hennessey
Alcohol Awareness: Tina Corbo

Attention Students!
The Society of Professional
Journalists / SDX is holding a

TAIIGAT€ PARTV / ALUMNI BASH
OCTOBER 8
6ast Parking lot Dout L. Perry Field
-Meet business contacts in a social environmentOnly $5.00 includes: admission to the Alumni Bash, food, beverage.
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Address
Phone
Number Attending
Enclose total and mail to:
$5.00 per ticket.
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Students aided with transition
Director assists foreign scholars
"I think all students, even Americans, have to
adjust to university life in the beginning," he said.
"International students' problems are compounded — they have to go through all of the normal adIn an office filled with gifts, trinkets, and posters justments, plus culture shock."
from faraway lands. Jeff Grilliot develops proErams to help make international students feel at
According to Grilliot, culture shock is the
ome at the University.
different expectations and values an international
Grilliot, the director of the Center of Interna- student comes into contact with in America.
tional Programs, interacts with the approximately
350 foreign students who come to the University Anshuman Kankan, accounting graduate stufrom 60 foreign countries.
dent from India, said adjustment fakes time — for
him, it took about three months.
"We have several functions in this office," Gril- One of the differences between India and the
liot said. "We help to recruit academically quali- United States, he said, is finding transportation.
fied international students, and we help their ad- In addition, he said he also "started drinking
justment process here at Bowling Green."
beer more often."
Grilliot, calling the recruitment process "passive," said the University recruits many interna- Kong Beng Gan, a business graduate student
tional students through United States treaties and from Malaysia, initially "hated the food — espeagreements with other nations.
cially cafeteria food," but has found that Ameri"We work through the embassies of other coun- cans are more open and friendly than people in his
tries," he said. "Also, we respond to 4,000 individ- hometown of Malacca.
ual requests for information.''
Grilliot said most international students return
He said a major part of the Center's goals is to
help foreign students adjust to life at an American to their native countries after graduation. In most
exchange programs, this is required by law.
university.
by John Kohlstrand
reporter

Directory
International residents distributed
call Compton 'home' October 3

by Christina Cadden
reporter

For many of the University's
foreign students, the international wing of Compton Hall is
home year-round.
The wing, created in 1965, was
established because "international students didn't have a
Slace to go during breaks," said
effrey Grilliot, director of the
Center for International Programs.

rangements, Grilliot said.
The diverse religious and cultural backgrounds of the residents encouraged housing officials to provide shower curtains
in all bathing facilities and alert
cafeteria staff about students
with special dietary needs.

The hall is open throughout
the year for students who cannot
leave campus during breaks.

Many students living in the
wing said the special living arrangement is advantageous, but
it did not dictate their decision to
attend the University.
Manuel Andrade, sophomore
commercial arts major from
Mexico City, said he selected the
University to improve his career
chances.

Compton was selected for the
international wing because of its
closeness to campus buildings
and coeducational living ar-

"By getting a decree in a U.S.
university, I have a better
□ See International, page 5.

Drought's blow hits area farmers
by Deborah Gottschalk
assistant managing editor

Although rains have come
again, they are too late to wash
away the financial problems and
discouragement area farmers
are experiencing.
According to Jonathan
Haines, county executive director of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Stabilization and
Conservation, if 5 percent of the

Poglioi's
PIZZA

farmers in Wood County have
normal crops it will be "very
surprising.
various areas of the county
have been affected differently,
Haines said.
Crops planted north of State
Route 6 had more rain than
those areas south of it, and areas
near Cygnet Road have had no
rain at all.
"But there is no doubt about it,
(farmers) all have poor crops,"
he said. "Nobody is going to be
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sitting in the easy chair this
year.
This summer's drought, coupled with poor crops for the past
tew years, has discouraged
many local farmers.
"A lot of guys are saying 'I've
SDtta get into something to keep
le family eating,'
Haines
said.
"It has been discouraging to
wrap thousands of dollars up in
it (the crop) and not be able to
see it grow," he said.
Although the average person
looks at a crop and says "doesn't
that look nice," he does not realize the money involved, said
Haines. Farmers have to pay off
loans they took out before the
drought began. They also have
to pay interest on the loans,
tractors and groceries, he said.
"Seventy percent of producers
say if they would have known

what the spring and summer
weather would have been like,
they would have let their fields
lay idle," Haines said.
''But farmers are the world's
number one gamblers," he added.
Fanners are not the only ones
feeling the effects of the
drought. Area consumers are
finding higher prices in grocery
stores, a local grocery store
manager said.
According to Doug Bortz,
manager ot Churchill's Supermarket, 1141S. Main, prices for
items affected by the drought
have increased, some more than
five percent.
The price of beef went up in
May and June because it was believed beef would be affected by
the drought, but it wasn't and
prices have returned to normal,
he said.

Consumers will see increased
prices in livestock products next
year, Haines said.
He added that it is hard to
know the exact effects the
drought will have.
"Once the harvest is over this
year we will know," he said."It
will be interesting to see how it
all turns out this fall."

Apartments.

a Continued from page 1.
District Six, Kreischer
Quadrangle: Jennifer Carmichael, 322 Batchelder, freshman
graphic design major from Saline, Mich., and Kevin J. Coughlin, 446 Compton Hall, freshman
political science major from
Peninsula.
r Off-campus:
Amy Dicks, 400 Napoleon
Road, #327, sophomore pre-law
major from wads worth; Bill
English, 334 N. Main St., #6,
senior manufacturing technology major from Birmingham,
Mich.; Mark Gross, 451 Thurstin

Q Continued from page 1.
Gordon also said the cost to
the city could be another disadvantage, even though Cardinal
has offered to build an extension
onto Mercer Road.
"Sure, Cardinal is willing to
build the road, but the city would
have to take care of it. That includes snow plowing and other
services."
Besides the traffic and cost
problems, Gordon said the new
apartments could affect other
areas of the city.
"If you continue to build jumbo apartment complexes
there's a potential for the older
complexes to become less popular and turn into slums," Gordon
speculated.
He stressed that residents of
his ward are not against students, but are concerned with
problems that accompany student housing.
If the land must be rezoned for
an apartment complex, Gordon
said undergraduate housing
should be the last priority.
"I don't think there's any need
whatsoever for more undergraduate housing. I would much
rather see housing for graduates, married students or facul-

St., #301, junior political science
major from Sandusky; Gewarren A. Owens, 611 Manville, HI,
interpersonal communications
major from Cincinnati; Jamie
Slavin, 262 Troup St., junior
sports management major from
East Islip, N\Y.; Jeff Trad, 334
N. Main St., #3, sophomore
finance major from South Euclid; Susan Zettler, 213 S. Prospect, senior business/marketing major from
Bevley; and Mary Zetwick, 810
Fifth St., #3, sophomore broadcast major from Chagrin Falls.
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Distribution of new
campus phone directories
will begin Oct. 3 and continue throughout the week,
according to Deborah
McLaughlin, associate director of public relations
for the University.
The new directory will
be changed slightly from
the 1987-68 style, including
a new cover and adding
"Bowling Green, Ohio" to
the students' local addresses.
"Last year, it would just
say '315 East Merry St.,
43402,' and the next line
would be the student's
home address," she said.
The directories are
released several weeks
into the semester to avoid
errors, she said.
"(The Housing. Office)
can't know where everybody is and get them all
loaded fin a computer) in
until a certain date," she
said. "If we just took existing student records and
ran the phone book from
that there would be a lot of
errors.
"The later we can run it,
the better," she said.
Carpenter Lithograph in
Springfield is printing the
phone book. McLaughlin
said it received the contract after bidding for the
project — in accordance
with University requirements for projects costing
$500 or more.
On-campus students will
receive copies of the books
in their mailboxes while
off-campus students can
pick them up in the offcampus mail room.

ty," the councilman said.
"We did not anticipate the opposition at first. We felt there
was a market for the housing,
and still feel strongly about the
position," be said.
Greene added that the proposed housing would be significantly different from much of
the student housing currently in
Bowling Green.
"What makes us different is
that we're providing private
bedrooms for every person living in every apartment."
Currently, one of the larger
complexes located in the area is
Village Green apartments,
which contains 72 units, manager Barbara Swain said.
The proposed complex, she
said, would be significantly larger than Village Green.
Greene expressed some surprise at the opposition to the
project.
He also said the Mercer Road
complex would have space for
427 beds, a commons area, recreation center, weight room,
swimming pool and, possibly, a
computer lab connected to University services.

4th Hopping Week.

You bet. At least it will
be too late to get your
senior prints back in
time to give with or as
Christmas gifts, unless
you act now. Schedule
your portrait sitting lor
this week or next week
or you'll miss one ot the
best gift
accompaniments there
It: a senior portrait by
Varden Studios of New
York.

The KEY office
now
at 3720086.

"Those places were hit much
worse than we were, and hit
early," Bortz said.
Haines said livestock prices
have not yet increased because
farmers are feeding with last
year's crop and using supplemental feeding.

Elections

Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

call

That is not the case with vegetables, however. Most vegetables come from Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota, he said.

by John Kohlstrand
reporter
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BG prof studies MTV

Sociologist writes on cultural phenomenon
affluent cities in America that had cable." Denisoff, who has written 20 books on popular culture
and is the editor of "Popular Music and Society,"
MTV reaches 40.3 million households, makes reasoned the increased record sales had a lot to do
$100 million a year and, according to one Universi- with teen idolatry.
ty professor,"owns" America's 14-year-olds.
Duran Duran had been off the charts just
ft. Serge Denisoff, professor of sociology, exam- three months after its first American release, but
ined the origin, history, personalities and content skyrocketed to the top after its debut on MTV, he
of the popular video channel in his book "Inside said.
MTV, which was published on Aug. 1 — the
"Young people now had idols to identify with;
station' s seventh anniversary.
they had that vision on the screen...someone they
"MTV is probably the most profitable cable could say 'Isn't he cute?' about," Denisoff said.
channel today," Denisoff said, "they deliver the
The British were better at packaging their idols,
youth audience something no one before them and Denisoff said, because they had some prior expeno one since, has been able to."
rience in preparing video cups.
What it has been able to do, he said, is successIn the United Kingdom, video clips were made to
fully merge television and rock 'n' roll music.
promote new albums when the band did not have
"I wanted to show how. in fact, it all took place," time to tour, Denisoff said. The first video was
Denisoff said of his decision to write the book.
Queen's "Bohemian Rhapsody" in 1977 and cost
"It (MTV) is a new vehicle of exposure, an im- only $6,000, he said.
portant vehicle of exposure, and I was impressed
By 1983, however, Americans caught up with the
British, he said.
with it," he said.
This exposure has been credited for saving the
"Inside MTV" highlights the successes of MTV
floundering record industry, Denisoff said.
but also includes controversies the station has
"In 1979 record sales were $4.1 billion and by dealt with, including a temporary ban of Michael
1982 they were down to $3.7 billion. That's almost a Jackson's "Billie Jean" video in 1983.
20 percent drop," Denisoff said. "Then along came
Denisoff has not viewed MTV regularly since
this little channel which played groups most peo- 1986 and he said he believes the station has lost
ple had never seen, and kids would come in to re- some of its original purity.
cord stores and say 'Gimme this group.'"
"In 1986 the station changed from rock 'n' roll to
When record salespeople would ask record a commercial network like NBC, and it lost a lot of
buyers who a group was, the routine answer was excitement in the process," he said.
"I saw them on MTV," Denisoff said.
The swing to commercialism is the subject of
"It was a type of grass-roots movement," he Neil Young's MTV-banned "This Note's for You"
said. "In 1981 and 1982, MTV was not in New York which criticizes the prevalence of commercial enor L.A., but was in Peoria, Tulsa, Okla. and little dorsements through popular music.

by Scott Korpowskl
staff reporter
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An unidentified vandal broke this window between the second and third floors on stairway In Founders Quad
rangle. If the vandal is not caught, the damage will be group-billed, as the sign reads.

'Cabin fever' causes
increased vandalism
by Ivan Groger
reporter

As cold weather approaches
and students are forced to remain indoors for longer
periods of time, an increasing
amount of damage occurs in
residence halls and fraterity
and sorority houses.
Keith Pogan, associate director of plant operations and
maintenance, said during the
seasons when students are
forced to spend more time indoors, there are more instances of vandalism in the living
quarters.
"The worst time of year for
damages is the winter, Pogan
said. The worse the winter —
the worse the damage."

The penalties for vandalizing, however, are stiff — regardless of the season, according to Carol Pratt, campus
police records coordinator.
Any student caught by University police or a residence
hall staff member is sent to the
Office of Standards and
Procedures, court or both, depending on the severity of the
crime, she said.
When the vandal is not
caught, residents are groupbilled for the damage in their
wing or floor, depending on the
circumstances.
According to Pogan, some
types of vandalism in the halls
are more difficult to repair or
remove than others.
Removing graffiti from
brick walls is especially tedious, he said.

While the cost of repairing
the damage is billed to students, the actual repairs may
not be done immediately.
He said because there is a
short time between when residence halls are finished being
used for summer and when fall
semester begins, it is a challenge for the custodial and
maintenance staff to prepare
the rooms and make necessary
repairs, he said.
Pogan said priorities are set
for repairs because the repair
staff is undermanned.
Although vandalism is considered a serious offense at the
University, Pogan said all
damage is not vandalism —
done intentionally.
"Damage is both accidental
and human in nature," he said.

International

an international lounge in 411 dents living off-campus.
Yih-Shyan Leone, junior muSouth, where students may
D Continued from page 4.
sic and international studies
chance to succeed and get a bet- socialize.
Currently, the University has major from Malaysia and a reter kind of job when I return to
350 international students from sident adviser in Compton. said
Mexico," Andrade said.
However, Andrade's room- 60 countries — including 60 per- his many experiences at the Umate, Eduardo Andrade, a cent of whom are graduate stu- niversity have helped him.
freshman from Mexico City who
is no relation to Manuel, said he I
came for "the girls."
According to Grilliot, the program aims at making the international students' transition at
the University as easy as possible.
One way to facilitate the transition is to place international
only at
students with American students, although it is not always
possible, he said.
Campus organizations also
plan activities to better acquaint
students with each other.
The Center for International
Pizza Pub
Programs has sponsored dinfree
delivery
352 3551
ners and forums to discuss international issues and provides

Large 2-ITEM PIZZA

for $5.75

MARK'S

Gillmor discusses costs
A candidate for the 5th Dis- sembly that generated $10 miltrict congressional seat, Gillmor lion for the last budget.
was lauded by an eight-county
One of the funding points
group called "Educators for
Gillmor" for his educational Gillmor emphasized was his
funding legislation he has helped plan for a college savings bond
pass for the state.
firogram with tax-exempt stalls.
The candidate was on campus
with a member of the Ohio
Aside from funding, Gillmor
Board of Regents to present a also commented on the content
$500,000 check to the University of school curriculum.
to add a second Eminent Scholar
to the faculty.
"It's a priority to provide our
The group awarded Gillmor children with the knowledge
high marks in legislation he has they need to fulfill their
pushed through the General As- dreams,'' Gillmor said.

by Barbara A. Weadock

staff reporter
A college savings bond program is one plan congressional
candidate Paul Gillmor has for
covering the growing cost of a
college education.
Gillmor, in a press conference
held Friday in the Presidential
Suite of the University Union,
also discussed plans for "beefing" up math, science and languages to improve education in
Ohio.
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Sports
c
Manson hopes to be part ot 92 games
•ON«wi

by Mark Thalman
sports reporter
The Olympics in Seoul may be
' half way around the world, but
one Bowling Green athlete fell
only 24 inches short of a possible
trip there.
BG's All-American discus
thrower Beth Manson came
within two feet of qualifying for
the U.S. Olympic Trials during a
meet at the University of Illinois
last spring.
Reaching the 1988 trials had
been a goal for Manson since the
beginning of last year, but as the
season progressed her discus
kept falling a few feet short.
"I put a lot of pressure on myself mentally and people kept
asking me when I was going to
qualify," she said. "I just put too

much pressure on myself."
Like the marathon runner who
leads for 25 miles only to be
overtaken in the final mile,
Manson's confidence was shaken. She had become frustrated
with the chase.
In the final meet of the season
at Illinois, and her last chance to
qualify for the trials, Manson
was echoing the sentiments of
Phil Collins —'She didn't care
anymore.'
"By the last meet I just said 'I
don't even want to qualify. I
don't want to go.' I was just fed
up with track, she said.
This new attitude proved to be
just what she needed to sprint
that final mile. Manson launched the discus 175.11 feet, further than any collegiate woman
in the state of Ohio had ever
thrown before, and came within

"It was a big surprise because
all season I had been trying to
hit the 168 foot mark and
couldn't. I didn't even think it
went that far. Then I heard the
announcement and a big relief
flushed right through me."
-Beth Manson, BG track athlete
two feet of the 177.11 foot qualifying distance for the U.S.
Olympic Trials. Her previous
best had been 164 feet.
"It was a big surprise because
all season I had been trying to
hit the 168 foot mark and
couldn't. I didn't even think it
went that far. Then I heard the
announcement and a big relief

flushed right through me," she
said. "I couldn't quit shaking or
crying."
The record shattering throw
qualified Manson to compete
against the elite of the collegiate
discus throwers in the NCAA
Nationals in Eugene, Ore., and
The Athletics Congress

Nationals in Tampa, Fla. But
she never reached the necessary
qualifying distance of 177.11
feet.
A trio of women's discus
throwers represent the U.S. in
the Olympics and Manson
doubts mat she could have made
the team, but falling two feet
short of qualifying left her wondering if one more bowl of
Wheaties might have made the
difference.
"I did ask myself, 'If I had
only trained a little harder or lifted a little more what would
have happened?,'"she said.
"But when it started bothering
me I remembered that I had a 10
foot improvement in my distance. That's a lot to ask in one
year."
Manson, who was named BG's

Saptembar 21,1918
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first womens' track NCAA AllAmerican last season, is one of
few returning seniors on this
year's Falcon squad, but she is
already setting her sights on the
1992 Summer Olympics in Barcelona, Spain.
"I keep getting better and I
know a lot of the older throwers
are starting to retire or deciding
not to throw and they're not improving as much," Manson said.
'•Hopefully, 1*11 be able to catch
up to them by 1992," she said.
Manson doesn't plan to watch
the next Summer Olympics at
home.
"Next time I want to watch it
live instead of on television. I
want to be in the opening ceremonies, to experience the
thrill," she said.

Falcons confident Dackin will respond
ANDYWOODARD

Commentary
Two years ago, controversy
surrounded Rich Dackin and
Eric Smith.
Dackin, then a freshman, took
over the quarterback reigns
from the injured Smith and
never relinquished them.
Dackin played well in 1986 and
last year his preformance earned him All Mid-American Conference honors.
But now, with Dackin struggling and Bowling Green 0-3 tor
the first time since 1981, many
members of the media are calling for Smith to get the start at

Toledo Saturday.
I disagree. At least for now.
Even though Dackin is 10th in
the nine-team MAC in passing
efficiency (Western Michigan
has two quarterbacks ahead of
him), he proved last year he is
capable of getting the job done
on the field.
He passed for more than 2,000
yards and 13 touchdowns while
completing 57.3 percent of his
passes.
After talking with several
members of the team and head
coach Moe Ankney, it is obvious

that everyone feels Dackin is the
top quarterback.
"Rich is so competitive," tailback Charles Edgerton said.
"When he's having a tough time
we just keep talking to him and
try to keep nim up. He's our
leader and everyone knows
that."
Ankney said, "He's the best
quarterback we have. We're trying to help him get out of his
slump. We think he can get the
job done and I'm trying to show
confidence in him.'
Knowing this, Dackin seems
to be confident that he can become his normal self again.
"When I first took over there
was some controversy, but now
there's not," Dackin said. "The
media can think whatever they
want to. But there's no pressure
on me."
Smith has no problems with
Dackin being the starter, either.
"I don't question what the
coaches do," Smith said. "When
you're going bad, it's easy to
point to the quarterback and
blame him. But it's not all his
fault. The offense as a whole is
not clicking."
What might help is an im-

start to move the ball and score
points, that will not only take
pressure off of Dackin, but the
defense, too.
This group of young players
has given up 145 points in the
first three games — a school record. Atthatpace, they would
surrender 529 markers.
Dackln

Smith

proved running attack.
Mike McGee leads the team in
rushing, as expected, but fullback Shawn Daniels, the secondleading ground gainer in 1987,
ranks just fifth.
Edgerton, who before this
year had gained only 60 total
yards in two years, is second to
McGee. Sophomore Rozell Winters is third and fullback Ron
Viscounte fourth.
They're averaging only 58
yards a game.
"If we can run the ball against
Toledo, (Dackin) doesn't need to
be that accurate with his passes," Ankney said. "It hasn't
been easy so far because we've
played three teams with good
run defenses."
If the offense can improve and

They've yielded 1,031 yards
and a whopping 16 touchdowns.
Safety Kyle Kramer said earlier in the year that the defense,
which lost four AU-MAC performers, would play with a lot
enthusiasm to make up for its
youth.
But after the Ball State loss,
he contradicted that and said no
one was excited anymore.
Of the half hour or so of practice I saw Tuesday, the atmos6here seemed to be that of a
jam with a 3-0 record rather
than one that is winless. Everyone was having fun and working
hard.
"One of the big problems we
had in the first few games was
our lack of enthusiasm. Now
we're trying to have fun and forget about the losses," Smith

said. "We need to be excited.
"We know we're a good team.
We just have to go out and prove
it."
Edgerton agreed.
"We gotta have fun. That's
what it's all about," Edgerton
said.' "That is what makes football enjoyable."
That's a valid point, but the ultimate line is that the Falcons
must win against the Rockets.
The offense, under Smith, has
moved the ball somewhat effectively.
The fifth-year senior has completed 12 of 20 passes for 115
yards. He led the Falcons to
their second touchdown against
West Virginia and played well
versus Ball State.
"Being number two, you always have to be ready, especially when you play bigger teams
like we have been,' he said.
' 'You never know when you
might have to go in."
If Dackin doesn't improve, it
should be soon.
Andy Woodard is sports editor
of the The BG News.

He's no dummy!

tm&

He got his senior portrait taken.
He's in The KEY and has some great poses from which to choose his personal portrait package, too.
And all for only $5!

Call 372-8086 to schedule your appointment today... You're no dummy either.
Sittings are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. dally
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Ruggers come from behind to post win
Second half points beat Toledo

1

by Matt Schroder
sports reporter
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BG News/Paul Vemon
BG AIIAmerican rugby candidate John Lonsert looks to pass around a Toledo player. The Falcons won Saturday's contest with the aid of 10 second half points.

Gould, Louganis lead U.S.
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — A wounded hero, a
worried warrior and a squad of long-range
bombers: That's what it took to get the United
States going at the Seoul Olympics, where the Soviets were running away with medals.
Greg Louganis, five stitches still in his head
from a rare blown dive the day before, won the
springboard event Tuesday, launching himself
toward an unprecedented double-double.
"I knew I was going to have to be strong," said
Louganis, who hit his head on the board in qualifying and spun into the water like a downed Spitfire.
"I was really scared."
With the platform event coming up next week,
Louganis now is pointing toward a second straight
sweep, something no diver ever has done in an
Olympics.
Boxer Kenneth Gould was camped on the floor of
the gymnasium long before his 147-pound bout

started. He might not win, but he was going to be
there —especially after what happened to teammate Anthony Hembrick the day before.
"It doesn't matter if it's three hours, you just got
to get here before the bout starts," Gould said.
Gould, a world champion, outpointed Joseph
Marwa of Tanzania and advanced to the next
round, some recompense for the loss by walkover
of Hembrick, who showed up too late for his match
after a coach misread the schedule.
The U.S. basketball team completed what was a
relatively strong day for America at the Olympics.
Going to a weapon not known to be heavily stocked
in its arsenal, the 3-point goal, the U.S. team beat
Canada 76-70 for its second straight victory. Hersey Hawkins led the way with 13points.
The Soviets won five medals Tuesday, four gold,
to run their leading total to 11, including six gold.
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coach
"We were younger and in better shape," added
Martello.
Toledo's oldest player was 41 years old.
Although BG beat Toledo 34-0 last fall, the Falcons were not surprised at the test they got Saturday for two reasons. First, Stu Fish has taken a
Celtic rugby program which was in a shambles
and has brought it back to a state of competitiveness.
"I took it upon myself to put together an organized program with constructive practices," Fish
said.
His new system worked immediately as Toledo
went 10-1 in the spring of '88 after not winning a
game in all of "87.
The Celtics did not win a game Saturday either
because the Falcons' B squad defeated the Toledo
B team 8-6. Inside center Kevin O'Reilly and wing
Collen Breen led the way with one try each.
Next week the ruggers will play Michigan State
at College Park. This game is of great importance
because if BG fails to win the Mid-American or
Ohio Championships, a win over the Michigan
champion would increase their chances of an atlarge bid in the NCAA Championships next spring.

Workman questioned
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Ohio
State running back Vince
Workman appeared in Chicago
Tuesday before a grand jury investigating the dealings of
professional sports agents.
Workman, a senior from Dublin, Ohio, was not at practice
and Ohio State coach John Cooper said Workman had gone to
Chicago.
"I have nothing to hide. I'll tell
them everything I know,"
Workman said in a copyright
story published in Tuesday's
editions of The Columbus Dispatch.
The grand jury investigation
is part of an ongoing probe that
last year cost wide receiver Cris
Carter his senior year of eligibility at Ohio State.
The U.S. attorney handling the
case and the FBI agent in
charge did return telephone
calls.

Workman, a 5-foot-ll,
195-pound three-year letterman,
said he did not intend to take a
lawyer with him Tuesday for his
appearance before the grand
jury.
Cooper announced Monday
that an FBI agent had served
Workman earlier in the day with
a subpoena to appear before a
grand jury investigating agents
Norby Walters, Lloyd Bloom
and David Lueddekke.
"I've talked to Vince, (assistant athletic director) Bill Myles
has talked to him and Vince has
assured us he has not done anything wrong," Cooper said.
The agents are accused of
offering athletes cash, cars,
clothing and trips in exchange
for signed agreements allowing
the agents to represent them in
fessional contract negotia-
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HOT TO TROT ?G
EVENINGS 7:00 9:35
YOUNG GUNS ?
EVENINGS 6:45 9:15

ALL YOU CAN EAT

STEALING HOME -S-13
EVENINGS 6:50 9:20

■ Week Day Specials*
Good Mort-Thurs
Only

After surviving a first half plagued by three missed opportunities, the Bowling Green rugby club
fought back from a 6-0 deficit with 10 unanswered
points in the second half Saturday to defeat the
Toledo Celtics 1M.
The Falcons had plenty of opportunities to score
in the first half, but couldn't cash in. One try was
nullified by a penalty, and Steve Markert missed
two penalty kicks.
Despite the bad breaks, club coach Roger Mazzarella never doubted that his team would win.
"I was never worried. The team was keeping its
composure, which is an excellent sign ot maturity, ' he said. "I knew it was just a matter of time
before we would break through and get some
points." And break through they did. The first try
was scored by prop Dan Martello. Steve Markert
added the conversion, and the score was knotted at
six. The Celtics were concerned about Martello going into the game.
"We knew he (Martello) would be a factor. We
were worried about him and he proved to make a
difference," said Toledo coach and #8 man Stu
Fish.
After an extended scoring drought, captain Gus
Saponari sprinted down the sideline and broke the
tie with his second try of the fall.
"We practiced extra hard for BG. It was a very
emotional game where a bounce of the ball just
turned everything around." Fish said.
"It was simply their fitness over our experience," said Toledo's John Pugh.
The Falcons had a definite advantage in experience, which eventually showed in the second half.
"We pushed them all over the field in the second
half, even though the score may not have reflected
that," Markert said.

"I was never worried. The team
was keeping its composure,
which is an excellent sign of
maturity. I knew it was just a
matter of time before we would
break through and get some
points."
-Roger Mazzarella, BG rugby
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Your lungs are an incredible
piece of equipment. But
they're also incredibly
delicate. Every time you
smoke, you damage your
lungs. PufTafter puff, day
alter day. your lungs get
weaker and weaker until
finally, they're useless. Like a
flat football. Don't let that
happen to your precious
lungs.
_Eru Dkkersm

SPAGHETTI
WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD <
TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00
*4.00

TUCKER PG
EVENINGS 7:05 9:45

THE PHEASANT ROOM - 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No Reservations accepted for this special
Food coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. daily
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-cone Students
to BG and
Taylor Olds-Cadillac

The Brothers of

CD

ZETA BETA TAU

Are proud to announce their New Pledge Class
Rob Baty
Mike Bernhart
Steve Bosko
Darrin Broadway
Erik Cagnina
Tony Cora
Bob Davidson
Eric Eddy
Kyle Eddy
Chad Fry

Mark Gamble
C.J. Cedeon
Eric Glenn
Tom Hughes
Jay Jones
Dave Krupinski
Rob Krzyus
Simeon Lyte
Mark McConnell
Greg McCoy

Doug Putlock
Gary Rensi
Dave Stefanich
Mike Tietz
Matt Winters
Mark Olesko
Carl Hasselback
Mike Draper
Steve Coombes
Jon Nies

19M Chavy Sprint

2 dr.. air
$69*5
IMS FOOT TEMPO W
4 dr.. oir. auto, stereo
•399S
IMS Dodg. AH..
4 dr.. air. auto
»3993
IMS PONTIAC 6000 U
4 dr.. well equiped
••99S
IMS WKK CENTUHY
4 dr.. oir, stereo, outo
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ZETA BETA TAU

"A POWERHOUSE OF EXCELLENCE"
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Classifieds
ReeKtenl Student AsacdaHon
General AaeomtxV Meeting
Every Wedneaday
7:30 PM 1001 BA Annex
Don't be punted,
come get all the pieces

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•• ADCLUt"
September 21 at 7:30 PM
Assembly Boom ol McFel Center
Felelecllone. Au.tr.*. Adverlalng
end more on the New York Trip
• ATTENTION HUMAN RESOURCE ■
MOMT MAJORS
FIRST STUDENT PERSONNEL
ASSOCIATION MEETING
WED, 21 SEPT. 7:30 PM
RM 1010BA
•••IOMATAUOCLTA"
important maettng for al members on WednMday. September 21 at 7.30 PM. See you In
Jerome Library, room 126 (acroaa from anacfc
bar)
ACM
Aaaoctalton for Computing Machinery to
having Its first meting of fal oemestef tonight at
1:00 PM m 200 Moaa»ey There wil be a drawing for door prize* at the conclusion of the
meeting, so come and tan
ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS. FACULTY AND
STAFF ARE INVITED TO THE GRAND OPENING OF THE WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC
HEADQUARTERS. 12S W. WOOSTER
ACROSS FROM PURCELL'S BIKE SHOP.
WEDNESDAY SEPT. 21.19*1
STARTS AT 4:00 PM
•MEET LOCAL CANDIDATES
LEARN ABOUT CAMPUS DEMOCRATS
AMA RAFFLE
BUY TICKETS SEPTEMBER 14-23
DRAWING HELD ON TUES . SEPTEMBER 27
AT 121 WEST HALL. 7:30 PM (NEEO NOT BE
PRESENT TO WIN| - 3 FANTASTIC PRIZES'

BOSU Students:
You .'. appreciated!
Com. lo Stud.nl Appreciation Day
Sat.. Oct. 22
Football Falcona vi. Youngetown State
FREE ADMISSION a LUNCH'
Look lor Upcoming detain In the
BONeera

TUNE

INTO BOWUNG GREEN'S SPORTS
LEADER
88.1 FM WBGU SATURDAY FOR
UVE M-A-C FOOTBALL COVERAGE
TOLEDO ROCKETS VS BOWUNG GREEN
7:00 PREGAME 7:30 KICKOFF ON 88 1 FM
WBGU

SAILING TO OUR POTENTIAL
O.S.E.A. MEETING
DR. CLAY WILLIAMS
SELF-CONCEPT IN THE CLASSROOMS
WED. SEPT. 21st 1:00 pm USED

????????????????
Sept 27th
???7??7????,????
you at BOSU
■Student Appreciation Day"
Sat,Oct. 22
FREE ADMISSION • LUNCH al
the BOSU-Youngetown State
Football Game

ALL APPETIZERS AT HALF PRICE
SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL DRINKS
SAM IS HAPPY HOURS

YEC
DONT FORGET! THE YOUNG EXECUTIVE
CLUB MEETS EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
7:30 PM IN 112 BA. START YOUR FUTURE
TODAY!
YEC

• GAMMA PHISExpose Yourselves on
Saturday!! I

• •FOUND-•
1 pax ol eyeataim and caae between the
Student Servtcee Building and Belcheioer Dorm
Sept 14 Can Micheteat 2-4489 fwldentmcaMen

DELTAZETASPIRITI!!

LAO
~*. .
_ .
II you LOVE the scent ol fine PERFUMEI at
wholesale prlcea. we heve the deal for youl Cal
MARK 372-1243 or BILL JSHMS lor samplng
and prices CALLNOWIII
...8TEVER0WE...

■REWARO*
For the return ol Men's blue sue 42 denim
tacket left Monday 9-19-88 in 203 Weal Hal or
108 BA
BROCK 2 6184

Order of Omega
Meeting September 27
7 30 Prout Chapel
Qet excited tor a fun year!!!

ADLA (ALAN) BAZZY
Where are you? Cal me or meet me at 1 30'
--Sue
AH Students: Make Your Voice Heerdl
VOTE In the USQ District Repreeentative
Election. TODAY. Wedneaday, September
21. Vote kl the Union Oval Irom t AM to 4 PM.
and In all Residence Dining Halls from 4 PM
to • PM Bring your Student».
MAKE A DrFFERENC E -VOTE!

9-10PM
Downtown BG at 14« N. Main !

LOST « FOUND

NOTICE!! ELE
ED PRE-REGtSTRATION
MEETING! Al students who eppted tor Spring,
1989 EM Ed Methods courses (EDCI 351.
352, 353, 355. 356J are expected to attend
the meeting. Tuesday. Sept 27 4 00-5:30
PM. 115 Ed BMg BE THEREM

Major Dedelone
????????????????

SM

TUNE INTO BOWLING GREENS SPORTS
LEADER
88.1 FM WBGU SATURDAY FOR
LIVE MAC FOOTBALL COVERAGE
TOLEDO ROCKETS VS BOWUNG GREEN
7 00 PREGAME 7:30 KICKOFF ON 88 1 FM
WBGU

LET WICI WASH YOUR CAR
SATURDAY SEPT. 24 10 am-4 pm
MARATHON STATION ON E WOOSTER
MINIMUM DONATION $2 SO

Sept 27th
?????????????????»
Major Dedelone
??????????????????

PERSONALS

The Monday Rag Radio Show
Tonight at 10 PM on
WSOUM.1FM

It', the Monday Rag Radio Show
Tonight at 10PM on
WBGUaS.1 FM

7,,777,,,7,?7?777,

WB do typing anytime
01(1)866-2823

SAILING TO OUR POTENTIAL
O.S.E A. MEETING
DR CLAY WILLIAMS
SELF-CONCEPT IN THE CLASSROOMS
WED, SEPT 21818 00 pm I 15 ED

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT SOCIETY
GENERAL MEETING
SEPT. 21 BA 110
PROFESSIONAL DRESS
EVERYONE MAY ATTEND

'SIGMA NU'
WEDNESDAY NIGHT CLUB
TOPIC: WHAT TOOK SO LONG?
QUOTE F»*0 SOMETHING YOU LIKE
WHERE IS: SHE!
MEETING 10:00 AT MARK'S
• SIGMA NU 'SIGMA NU •

AMY BOOTH
Thanks for an Incredible time et the date party.
Your ZBT dele. Joe WoH
ANOIE DtERINQER- ' GOD lokt u> to tel you
"Happy Belated Birthday "I
Love. The Big Guy end Jack
SOSU Spanish Club
OroenUwaotwJ Meeting tonrte 7:00 PM at 211
South Hal. Learn of al the dherealed Mapanic
cultures or brush up on your spanlen Many exciting activities plenned Bring kl a design for
ouyT-Mw.y.dwai lira, start. Bienvwsdoet'
——^—————————^—
Bridget Hummel.
C»nrjn»a*e»one on already doing a super fob aa
PIPN House Ma^««. K«p up the good

THANKS FOR THE GREAT AQUATIC EXPE-

^^

LOST. A gold Butova watch with black face with
a diamond meet If found Cal 364-3059

wiHCADATiAV.T;8LAKE0NSUNDAY'

P.8.3n»r.<My.,doyoul«..rlM.»^?

LOST <N NEW BA BLOG WOMAN'S BATH
ROOM. THURS. 9-8 BLACK SUNGLASSES
WITH WHITE STRIPES AT TOP REWARD
353-4275

ps. HI ROB AND STEVE!

LOVE.
SUSIE ANO LAURIE

^wa .(^

__________
Conrjrarulationa Caroene Schnetzer and our labuloueAOW Pledge Board lor al your hard work
with Friendehip Week!

■Kappa Slg'Kappe Slg'Kappe Slg'Kappa

«r

SERVICES OFFERED

DELTA ZETA Is proud
to support
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
In thee-198*
SAMS Campaign

Doug Hack
Congrstuislions on pledging Kappa Sigma
Put your beat foot forward!!! Luv. Kal and Amy
•Kappa Slg-Kappa Slg'Kappa Slg'Kappa
Slg'

Abortion. Morning Alter Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center for Choice II
Toledo. OH 255-7789

• SIGMA CHIS and LAMBDA CHIS'
Thanks lor the FANTASTIC tea last Friday
We had s great time'
Love,
The Slaters ol Gamma Phi Beta

JAGUAR Deeklop Pubashtng 353-3351
Word Proceeemg & Laser Printing
Papers. Resumes, Protects, FASTI

•MGMANU ' SIGMA NU'
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THEIR TRICYCLE RACE TEAM OF
SEELY. POINOEXTER, BRUCE
AND SCHNETZER FOR FINISHING
SECOND!
'SIGMA NU ' SIGMA NU*

Papers Typed Anylime
372-5793
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWUNG GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

DEMOCRATIC PARTY HEADQUARTERS
GRAND OPENING
TONIGHT 4:00 PM 120 W. WOOSTER

DOLLY RETURNS!
Halo. Doty! Sept 23. 24
Kobecker Hal, MMAC, 8 PM
Student Tickets. S3, 5. 7
$1 00 discount with Student ID
Box Office Hours: 12noon~6PM
Ca«372-ei71
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DAVID HARRIS

SOCKDV
t ofreti NOkfcCT «8oor
TieC MA«N QuCsncHlS "WATl
KALUt HAVE Ito Al6>lfcy
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Expose yourself to s quality
Senior Portrait by caeng
372 8086 today'
Schedule s sitting witti Varden Studloe
now so you can get your prints in
lime for Christmas
Cal THE KEY at 37 2-8088
FALLFEST'ee
TWO UVE BANDS-THE JANGLES 4 DEEP
SIX
QAMES-PRIZES-FOOD'MAOICIAN'JUOOLERS-TIE-OYINQ-VOLLEVBALL

m

0&

The Sisters ol DELTA ZETA
would Me lo congratulate
L0H KUNKEL on her
recent lavellertng to
DELTA SIGMA NICHOLAS RAY
of Ohio State Unlvetertyll
0Z*DZ-DZ*DZ-DZ'DZ,DZ*DZ,0Z-DZ'DZ#
DZ

FALLFEST

The BG News

Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE:

Two days prior 'o publication. 4p.m.
" (The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES:

per ad are 65' per line. SI.95 minimum.
. 50* extra per od for (void type..
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

PREPAYMENT:
NOTICE:

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum) $ 5.85
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70

is required for all non-university related businesses ond individuals.
The BG News will not be responsible 'or error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
"214 West Hall immediately if there is on error in your od. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors m classified ods for more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who ploce advertising in The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discouroge the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Coses of fraud can be prosecuted.

M - SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER
24thBETWEEN HARSHHAN A KREISCHErVFROM
2 PM 10 7 PM. RAKiSITE-EPPLER QYhl
DON'T MISS ITII!
Fight Multiple Sclerosis
Fight Multiple Sclerosis
Fight Multiple Sclerosis
Flgnt Murople Sclerosle
Fight Multiple Sderoele
Flgnt MuMple Sderoele
From fryers and forme to nowelettore and letterhead, we've got what you need to look SUPER
on papari see us for al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS! Kmko 8 354-3977
OAMMA PHI SETA'S
Thanks for an aweaome cookoutll You're the
Deatl

feel

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (MINT)

PHONE#_

ORAND OPENING DEMOCRATIC PARTY
HEADQUARTERS 126 W
WOOSTER.
STARTS AT 4:00 PM TONIGHT

ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT,*.
(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it lo appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold typo)

QREEKREOATTAU
SAT.. SEPTEMBER 24-12 00
PEREGRINE POND
UVE: THE EXCHANGE
HAPPY HOURS AT MARKS
FRIDAY 4-9
BETHEREII
Help Alpha Sigma Phi
nght Multiple Scleroeie
Buy a Sweeter*! in
the Union Oval Sept 19.21.23

Here's your cheneo to win
A FREE TRIP TO FLORIDA FOR TWOI
Set, Oct. 22 at the
BOSU • Youngetown State Football Game
Plus.....Many other prizes and
FREE ADMISSION ANO LUNCH

Classification In which you wish your ad lo
Caaneue A City ivents"
^^^^_ Lost en* Found

. Help Wonted

.MOM

. for Solo

. Services Offered

.For Bent

. Personals
1

Campus/City Event ads ore published free of cheroe for one eWy for a non-profit event or meeting only.

Dates to appear.
Mail to: (On or Off-Compus Mail)
The BO News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)
Total number of days to appear.

Phone:

372-2601

Hey Al Lady Falcone!" I'm e male Falcon cur
rertdy looking lor a Lady Bed with whom to
spend my Flying time, ft you enjoy pstying recOuelbal. movie* going to sporting events,
dancing, end you don't smoke or drink, send
me a note with your name and phone number to
my part time rooet and n get In touch wtth you.
Send letters to on-campus meitjox 6249
HEY, KATHEMNE -ARE YOU GOING TO FALLFEST '88?
YEAH. MIKE-I WOULDNT MISS ITI
SEE YOU SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24TH
BETWEEN HARSHMAN > KRE1SCHER FROM
2 UNTIL 71

lONiwi

September 21,1988

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT SOCIETY
GENERAL MEETING
SEPT.21SA1I0
PROFESSIONAL DRESS
EVERYONE MAY ATTEND

Wanted: Mara ferret needed lo breed with female. Contact Crag 353-5852 ASAP

If you're a senior we want you now
lor the 1989 KEY senior section
Varden Studloe is now photographing
senior portraits for your own personal
uee and the 89 KEY. too Cal
372-8086 to schedule your appointment
today

30 Individual
eded Applications now being
accepted. Part-time work-fus-rime pay. Set
your own hours. No cceecttons No detvertee
Free paper supples Free $300 kit Cal today
354-0408

INTERESTED IN A
NEW SORORITY
ALPHA OMICR0N PI RUSH
INFORMATION NIGHTS
SEPT 28 a 29 AT 8 PM
IN NORTHEAST COMMONS

INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT AND APPLY IN 108 STUDENT
REC CENTER
MANDATORY TRAINING
CLINIC WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28.
7:00-10:00 PM IN MEMORIAL HALL 202
INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY OFFICIALS
NEEDED PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT ANO APPLY IN 108 STUDENT
REC CENTER MUST APPLY BY SEPTEMBER
26TH
LAURIE
HAPPY BIRTHDAY YOU BIG NERD!
HOPE YOU HAVE A BLAST!
WE LOVE YA
Joenne, Rhonde, Bobbie i Adnenne
MEET DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES FOR
LOCAL RACES. TONIGHT DEMOCRATIC
HEADQUARTERS OFFICIALLY OPEN. 126 W.
WOOSTER-8TARTS 4.-QB PM
•SKEPOSEYISQREATIII
MIKE POSEY IS GREATIII
MIKE POSEY IS GREATII!
Nedlne. Ken. and Jen.
Congratulations on going active'
You guys are great
Alpha Phi love and mine. Shelly
POSTER SALE
Most imeges only S5 4 16 Over 1000 different
selections featuring works by Da*. Monet. Ansel Adams. M C Eacher. Van Gogh. Warhol,
Picasso a many more. Old Masters-Rock
Posters-Travel-Einstein-James Deen DanceBiggeel ( Beet Selection Monday. September
IB-Friday. September 23rd 10AMto6PMm
the Grand Baaroom
Puzzled about what's going on on campus?
Join us. The Resident Student Associsllon
Every Wedneaday 7:30 PMki 1001 BA Annex
Come heap put the pieces together!
SAIUNG TO OUR POTENTIAL
O S.E.A. MEETING
DR. CLAY WILUAMS
SELF-CONCEPT IN THE CLASSROOMS
WED. SEPT. 21at, 8:00 PM 115 ED
Saly Scholar.
Congratulatione on the fantastic k* you did aa
PR coordmetor of PUSH America Keep up al
your herd work end ciedrcetton m al you do And
remember the two people who've been with
you through It al, wel ahvsys be there for you.
We love youl
Kriesy 1 Bridget
Saul. Mate. Ba. end Whiley.
Peece. Love, end Kappa Sigma
What a way to go!
Thanks for being swesome coeches'
Rasta Power Forever!
Your AXO Trfce Team,
Betsy, Karen, Lisa and Stacey
Senior Portrarte Nowl
Senior Portraits Nowl
Senior Portraits Nowl
SKI CLUB
Meeting tonight 070Overman 7:30 PM
T-shirts for sale. Dues S more
SKI Ys There
SUPERTEA
TOQAII TOQAII TOGAII
SUZANNE MARIE
Don't worry. Be happy
beceuae someone cares

TIM MAUGHERMAN
Keep up the GREAT work on the Greek Re
gatta- arxt-CONGRATULATrONS on making
tejrrwcorrang Court!! Thanks for al your help
and support"
AXO • Cindy V. AXO
Tueeoaya: Quarters Night
Wednesdays: 9 PM Pool Tournament
jomthafunatYuppTs
TUNE INTO BOWUNG GREEN'S SPORTS
LEADER
88.1 FM WBGU SATURDAY FOR
UVE M-A-C COVERAGE
TOLEDO ROCKETS VS BOWUNG GREEN
7:00 PREGAME 7 30 KICKOFF ON 88.1 FM
WBGU
Why settle for lees when
you can have the beat?
Verden Studloe of New York a
currently ptvjtographlng senior portrerts
Cal 372-8088 to schedule
your appointment now1

HELP WANTED

7 OVERWEIGHT WOMEN NEEDED
to participate in local weight lose program lor
ADVERTISING PURPOSES Must be 25 ■» or
more overweight Cal 352-6975
Bartender wanted Evenings-part time. Able lo
start at 4 00 PM Cal 352-2149
EARN MONEY AT HOME! Assemble Jeweky.
Toys. ElecBoreca, etc FT A PT work avsit (Refundable) 1-518-459-3734 ait. S1535A 24
hra.
Get Your Foot In the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES mat bring the Intervlewe
Don't take chances on less-WE DO IT RIGHT'
Klnko'a 354-3977.
Help Wanted Plsonellos Pizza
Part time-evening hours. 1 -3 nights per week,
al poaitlons Apply In person between 4-6 PM,
203 N. Main 352-6166 (previous restaurant
experience helpful)
HIRING! Government jobs-your area.
$15,000-88,000 Cel (602) 838-8885 EXT
4244
Immediate opening (or architectural drattsperson. Reply Seneca Lumber A Maworks, PO
Boi 429, Foalorta, OH 44830 435-6871
Local agency a seeking Senior Accountant wtth
operahoneJ and rnenagement experience In
computerujed double entry bookkeeping and
accounting. Bachelors degree In Accounting or
fJuelnsaa Adrniniatratlon or equivalent professional experience, plus one to three years experience with bookkeeping and computers A
minimum of one year experience In supervision
Salary negotiable based on quasfications.
AJso seeking an Accountant/Computer Spectal■t with one to three years experience and-or
training and computerized double entry bookkeeping end accounting. High school diploma
required. Training and knowledge of computerized aystema atoo required. Salary beglna at
$14.768ennueaV(17 lOperhour) Interested
Individuate may apply In writing with attached
resume to WSOS. PO Boi 590 Fremont. Ohio
43420EOE
Meth-C.S. me|ors needed with 3.0 GPA In
major should here Cobra and PASCAL. Will
aaalat In dsslgnlngdsveloplng new softwsre
on a part-time basis lor e Toledo firm. Paya
15.00 and hr. Csll Coop at 172-24S1 or atop
by 238 Admin Bldg.
Part time poamona aval Servers, gnll cooks,
and bus personnel Apply in person betwen 2-4
PM at Bob Evens Reetaurant. 1726 E Wooater
Part time cook needed
-LaRoe's Restaurant-Grand Rapids Ohio
832-3082
Pteno eccompeniat lor dance cleeees Work
study $7 an hr. Cal Deborah Tel 372-6918
Toledo TV station needs a student interested
In TV promotion to work pert time this fall
Cell Coop at (72-2461 or atop by 23S Admin

swg.
FOR SALE
'74 Mustang II Looks greet' Runs greet' $ 1500
rwgoaable Cel Merk et 353-3639
1S68 Vofcswegon Beetle
372-2628

Best otter

1980 Kawasaki LTD 550. extras $800 or beet
ohar. Coupon book$70 372-5730
1987 Honda Aspencade (1200 cc. digital m
atrumentation). CB, hitch. 13 "TV used about
10 houral 352-5343.372-2097
CO. PLAYER $126
ALMOST NEW-2-3340
For Sale: 2 queen size waterbeda. 1 yr. old
Cal 353-3477
Stereo for sele 2 ADS speakers NAK tape
deck: HK turntable: Hatter amp A pre amp (100
w RMS). $1000 John 352-3149 after 7 00
PM
Used gotf cluba-great condition $185 John
352-3149after 7:00 PM
Tandy 1000 EX computer with colored monitor
Like new. 6 months old. IBM compatible $425
372-8491
TIRED OF WAITING IN LINE AT THE COM
PUTER LABS TO DO YOUR PAPERS?
EVERYONE ELSE IS OUT AT THE BARSI GET
WITH IP
DO YOUR PAPERS AT HOME. QUICKLY AND
CHEAPLY
SHARP PA-1000 ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER
FOR SALE $150. CALL PAUL AT 874-3934
Urns-strength systems, eminos 1900 etc Best
price m town. Visit OS Herbs » Vitamins 166 S
Marl, 3530005

FOR RENT
70S Second St Apt A
2 bdrm turn apt. available immediately
Cal John Newtove Real Eatate

3542260
DECEM8ER GRADUATE NEEDS PERSON(S)
TO TAKE OVER LEASE AT VILLAGE GREEN
APTS. 1 BDRM
PLEASE CALL NOW
353-6809
TWO BEDRM AVAIL IMMEO
DEPOSIT-NO PETS
ONE YEAR LEASE $300 PLUS UTIL

352-4266
Zone Jeena-New stytee lust arrived
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge
Open Unite '■ 8:00 PM

WANTED
It you're a senior, we want you now
lor the 1989 KEY senior section.
verden Studloe ol New York a now
photographing senior portrerts
lor the 89 KEY A for persons! use. loo
Cel 372-8086 to schedule your
sppolntrnent todey
Mew roommate needed. S142 50 per mo pkie
gas. alec, Giant living room, own bedroom, mqureel421 W WooeterNo Sorleeveph «
Heeded one female roommate to share two
bedroom apartment. Cloee to campus Please
eel Arms or Carol 353-7926 Anytime
Needed--1 mere roommete tor apt starting
spring asm $137.60 a mo plus uS Cel Mike
or JeW M 363-6038
ONE MALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE apartment
on Sixth and High Great Deel Contact Jan or
Panel 364-7111
Wanted
1 mete nonsmoking roommete
needed 724 S Ccaege No. 21 $140 par
month 352-6722
Wanted Drivers for Detroit News Motor Rt
Mual be reliable
Good wages
Csll
1 -693-3604

Call

Y'uiYc

astute enough
to discuss tne
philosophical
ramifications of

Victor lTankTs
i:\isicniial

Vacuum?
And you're
si ill smoking?

